
  



  

  



  

Reflection Paper 

 The first genre I chose in order to convey my purpose of informing consumers the impacts, 

benefits, and trade-offs of technology is a magazine article. I specifically based the layout of my article 

after a page in Time Magazine due to their focus on trending issues in society, politics, and technology. 

My target audiences were mainly teenagers and young adults, with ages ranging from thirteen to roughly 

mid-thirties. This is due to the fact that these groups are the dominating technology consumers, and my 

magazine article discusses how technology takes away the social interactions that separate humans from 

other animals. Because it is a magazine article, I relied heavily on the linguistic mode out of the five 

modes of communication. I presented the information in a mostly third-person point of view, in order to 

match how Time magazine presents theirs. However, to stay true to the genre, I added a sentence in 

first-person point of view at the end as the finishing touch in order to appeal to the reader’s pathos. Even 

though I have used logos by presenting facts throughout the article, such as how the lack of social 

interaction is partly due to the accessibility of information on the fly (Liffick) or how the brain has to 

adapt constantly to technological changes (Greenfield), I felt that asking a question directly towards the 

audience helps to recap my purpose, which I had stated above. By utilizing ethos, the audience never has 

to stop and second-guess my information, since my findings derived from experts and professors of the 

technological world. This popular genre can be found as a magazine article in any major pushing 

companies, such as Time Warner or National Geographic Society. As for kairos, I believe that choosing 

Time Magazine is perfect for the current time because technology never ceases to advance, and 

consumers need to be informed of the gradual disintegration of human interactions that have resulted as 

people get hooked up to their devices. I strongly feel that this specific genre is successful in informing 

my audience the impacts, benefits, and trade-offs of technology, due to Time Magazine having the 

reputation in delivering up-to-date and reliable findings. 



  

 The second genre that I chose was an infographic. My purpose with this genre was to present 

statistics and analyses of technology as an addiction in an eye-catching, vibrant, and comprehensible 

format. I chose this specific genre because it allows me, the author, to present my numbers and their 

relevance in a format that utilizes graphic visual representations in order to present complex information 

quickly and clearly instead of bombarding the reader with words. Again, my target audiences were 

mainly teenagers and young adults, with ages ranging from thirteen to roughly mid-thirties. Since they 

are the dominating group of technology consumers, my raw numbers label their cell phone usage as an 

addiction. Unlike the magazine article where I relied heavily on the linguistic mode, for my infographic, 

I relied on the visual, spatial, and linguistic modes of communication. Although I presented the 

information and analyses in mostly words, I used graphic visual representations, such as icons, pie chart, 

and bar chart, in order to let the audience see the most important facts, hence the name infographic. As 

for spatial, I made sure to leave enough space in between words and graphics to make sure the graphics 

were still the main focus of the piece, to not let them be overshadowed by the surrounding text. The use 

of logos is evident in this piece, with statistics littered throughout. One example is the biggest part of the 

page, the pie chart and its analysis. By showing 91% of adults in America own a cell phone, this 

percentage shows how quickly people are adopting this technology as it continues to advance and 

dominate the mobile market (Rainie). Ethos is also obvious in my piece, since the audience can see the 

source listed at the bottom of the page, which is from the Pew Research Center’s Internet & American 

Life Project. Also, under the “Why They Matter” section, opinions from experts, such as Lee Rainie, 

Director of the Pew Research Center and Professor Mark Bauerlein from Emory University, are 

included. Within this section, I’ve incorporated pathos by explaining what the technology addiction 

means for consumers, such as changes in social interactions and behaviors, and how that can impact an 

individual in the immediate as well as long run. This particular genre can be found in textbooks or as a 



  

public message on a bulletin board in a hallway. As for kairos, I believe that an infographic is 

appropriate because it allows me to present numerous statistics and analyses in a format that is more 

likely to be looked at or read as opposed to a traditional research paper. Also, since all of the findings 

are from last year and the first quarter of this year, the information presented is up-to-date, and this lets 

the audience see the current trends, which I view as a success in conveying technology as the new 

addiction of the 21st century. 

 
 


